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Abstract--Essential maps are discussed in a very general setting. We show that if G is essential 
and F ~ G, then F is essential. (~ 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The notion of an essential map, first introduced by Granas [1] for compact maps, was extended 
in [2-4] to a much wider class of maps. There we showed that if G is essential and G ~ F, 
then F has a fixed point. In this paper, conditions are sought in order to guarantee that if G 
is essential and F -~ G, then we have the stronger property that F is essential. Our analysis is 
elementary and does not use degree theory. The paper has three main sections. In Section 2 we 
discuss maps which are upper semicontinuous and satisfy property (A) (which we will specify at 
a later stage) and we will show that the above homotopy property holds for maps in this class. 
Section 3 is devoted to one-set contractive demicompact maps, and in Section 4 we discuss some 
perturbations of linear Fredholm maps of index zero. 
2. UPPER SEMICONTINUOUS TYPE  MAPS 
Throughout his section E will be a Fr~chet space, C a convex subset of E, and U an open 
subset of C. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A(U,C) denotes the set of all upper semicontinuous maps F : ~] --~ K(C) 
which satisfy property (A) (which we will specify later); here ~] denotes the closure of U in C 
and K(C) denotes the family of nonempty, compact subsets of C. 
DEFINITION 2.2. We let Aou(U, C) denote the set of all maps F c A(CT, C) with x ~ F(x) for 
x c OU; here 0U denotes the boundary of U in C. 
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DEFINITION 2.3. A map F E Aou(O,C) is essential in Aou(O,C) if for every map G • 
Aou(~], C) with G[ou = F[ou we have that there exists x E U with x • G(x). 
THEOREM 2.1. Let E be a Frdchet space, C a convex subset o fF  and U an open subset of C. 
Suppose F, G • A(O, C) and assume the following hold: 
G is essential in Aou([J, C), 
x ¢ + (1 - a(z),  z • OU and A • (0, 1] 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
and 
for any continuous # : 0" --* [0, 1] with #(OU) = O, and for any map 
H E Aou((],C), the map R,  : 0 ~ K(C), defined by R~(x) = (2.3) 
#(x) g(x)  + (1 - #(x)) G(x), satisfies property (A). 
Then F is essential in Aou(O, C). 
PROOF. Let H • Aou([], C) with HIou = Flog. We must show H has a fixed point in U. 
Consider 
B = {x E ~]:z E tg (x )  + (1 - t)G(z) for some t E [0,1]}. 
Now B # ~ since G is essential in Aou(i],C) (i.e., there exists x E U with x • G(x)). In addition, 
B is closed since N : 0 × [0,1] --~ K(C), given by Y(x, t )  = tH(x) + (1 - t)G(x), is upper 
semicontinuous. Also (2.2) implies B A OU = ~). Thus, there exists a continuous # : 0 --* [0, 1] 
with #(OU) = 0 and #(B)  = 1. Define a map R ,  : 0 ~ K(C) by 
R~(x) = #(x) H(x) + (1 - #(x))  G(x). 
Notice R ,  E A(O,C) with R~[ou = GIou since #(OU) = O. Thus R ,  E Aou(O,C) with 
R~,Iou = GIog and since G is essential in Aou(O, C) there exists x E U with x E R~(x). Hence 
x E B and so #(x) = 1, i.e., x E H(x). I 
Before we give some examples of A (0 ,  C) maps, we first present some general theorems that  
may be useful in determining whether a map is essential in Aog((], C). 
THEOREM 2.2. Let E be a Fkdchet space, C a closed, convex subset ofF, U an open subset of C 
and 0 E U. Assume the following hold: 
for any closed, convex set D C_ C and any map R E A(D,D), we (2.4) 
have that  there exists x E D with x E R(x) 
and 
for any map 0 E Aou(O,C) with O[ou = {0} the map J : 
(e (o)) K (e (0))), given by J (x)= -t O(x), x E 0 (2.5) 
{0}, otherwise, 
satisfies property (A ). 
Then the zero map is essential in Aou(O, C). 
REMARK 2.1. R E A(D, D) if R : D --* K(D) is upper semicontinuous and satisfies property (A). 
PROOF. Let 0 E Aou(C r,C) with O[ou = {0}. We must show that  there exists x E U with 
x E 0(x). Let D -- ~"6 (0(Cr)) and let J : D --~ K(D) be given as in (2.5) (with the above 0). Now 
0 E D and J E A(D, D). Also (2.4) guarantees that  there exists x E D with x E J(x). Now if 
x ~ U we have x E J(x) = {0}, a contradiction since 0 E U. Thus, x E U and so x E J(x) = ~(x). 
Consequently, the zero map is essential in Aou([], C). I 
REMARK 2.2. If  0 E U it is possible to replace A(0 ,  C) in Theorem 2.1 (and also Theorem 2.2) 
with maps in AC(O,C) provided G is the zero map in Theorem 2.1; here F E AC([], C), if 
F : 0 --~ 2 c (here 2 c denotes the family of nonempty subsets of C) is a closed map which 
satisfies property (A). 
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THEOREM 2.3. Let E be a bYdchet space, U an open, convex subset of E and 0 • U. Assume 
the following hold; 
and 
for any map R • A(E,  E) there exists x • E with x • R(x) (2.6) 
for any continuous map # : 5 ---* [0, 1] with #(E\U)  = O, and for 
any map 0 • Aou (5,  E) with OIou = {0} the map J .  : E 
K(E) ,  given by Ju(x) = it(x) O(r(x)), satisfies property (A); here (2.7) 
r : E -+ U is a continuous retraction given by r(x) = x m~×{i-.9(~)} 
for x • E with g(x) = inf {a > O : x•ah}.  
Then the zero map is essential in Aou(U, E). 
PROOF. Let 0 • Aou(U,E)  with OIou = {0}. We must show that  there exists x ~ U with 
x • O(x). Consider 
B= {x • U : x • kO(x) for somek•[0 ,1 ]} .  
Now 0 • B and B is closed. Also B C U (to see this notice if x • OU N B then x • {0} since 
O]ou = {0}, a contradiction). Thus there exists a continuous it : 5 --+ [0, 1] with #(B)  = 1 and 
u(E\U)  = 0. Let r : E --+ 5 be the continuous retraction given by 
x 
r(x) = max{1,9(x)},  for x • E; 
here g is the Minkowski functional on 5,  i.e., g(x) = inf{a > 0 : x • a U}. Define a map 
.]~ : E --+ K(E)  by J~(x) = It(x)O(r(x)). Now ,1~, • A(E ,E )  and (2.6) guarantees that  there 
exists x • E with x • J(x). If  x • E \U  then it(x) = 0 so x = 0, a contradiction. Thus x • U 
and so x • #(x) O(x). Hence x • B and so it(x) = 1. Consequently x • O(x). 1 
We now provide some examples of A maps. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Let A (U ,E )  denote the set of upper semicontinuous, k-set contractive (here 
0 < k < 1), admissible maps (see Remark 2.3) maps F : 5 + K(E)  with F (U)  a bounded 
set in E. That  is C = E and property (A) means the map is k-set contractive, bounded and 
admissible. Then [5] guarantees that (2.3) holds. In addition if 0 • U and U is convex then the 
zero map is essential in Aou(U, E) (see [6] or alternately Theorem 2.3). 
REMARK 2.3. Recall a multifunction F : 5 -+ K(E)  is admissible if there exists a metric space Z 
and two continuous maps p : Z --+ 5 and q : Z -+ E such that 
(i) p is a Vietoris map (i.e., p is a proper map and for each x • X the set p- l (x )  is acyclic), 
and 
(ii) F(x)  = q(p - l (x ) )  for any x • X. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. Let D be a closed, convex subset of a Banach space E, U0 a guarantees that  (2.3) 
holds. In addition if 0 • U then the zero map is essential in Aou(U, E) (see [7] or alternately 
Theorem 2.2). 
3 .  ONE-SET  CONTRACTIVE  DEMICOMPACT MAPS 
It is well known in the literature [8] that if we look at one-set contractions, then extra assump- 
tions are needed to deduce that  the zero map is essential. 
Let E be a Banach space and U an open subset, of E. In this section, we are interested in maps 
in AD(U, E), i.e., F c AD(U, E) if F : 0- --~ E is continuous, one-set contractive, demicompact 
with F (5 )  bounded. Recall F is one-set contractive if c~(F(~)) <_ a (~)  for any bounded ~ c_ 5 
(here a denotes the Kuratowskii measure of noncompactness). F is demicompact if each sequence 
{Xn} C_ 0 has a convergent subsequence {x,,~ } whenever {xn - F (xn)}  is a convergent sequence 
in E. 
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DEFINITION 3.1. We let ADou(~],E) denote the set of a11 continuous, one-set contractive, 
bounded, demieompact maps F : (] -~ E with x ~ F(x) for x E OU. 
DEFINITION 3.2. A map F E ADau(~], E) is essential in ADou(~], E) if for every map G E 
ADou(C], E) with G[ou = F[ou we have that there exists x E U with x E G(x). 
THEOREM 3.1. Let E be a Banaeh space and U an open subset orE. Suppose F, G E AD(U, E) 
and assume the following hold: 
k G is essential in ADou(C r, E) for every k E [0, 1] (it is enough to (3.1) 
assume this for k E [e, 1] for some fixed e, 0 <_ e < 1), 
x ~ A F(z)  + (1 - A) G(x), for x E OU and A E (0, 1] (3.2) 
and 
there exists 5 > 0 with I I - [ f lF(x)  + (1 - A) G(x)]] > 5, for x E 
OU and A E [0, 1]. - (3.3) 
Then F is essential in ADou(U, E). 
PROOF. Let H E ADou((], E) with HIou = FloG. We must show H has a fixed point in U. 
Now there exists M > 0 with IAH(x) + (1 - A)G(x)] _< M for x E 0 and A E (0,1), and 
from (3.3) there exists 5 > 0 with I I -  [A g(x)  + (1 - A) G(x)]] > 5 for x E OU and A E [0, 1] since 
HIou = Flou. Choose M > 0 so that  1 - 5/2M > 0. Fix k E (1 -- 5/2M,  1) and consider 
S = {x E ( ] : z  E A[kH(x)] + (1 - A)[kG(x)]  for some A e [0,1]}. 
Now B ~ 0 since kG is essential in ADou(~],E). Also B is closed. Next we claim B (10U = ~. 
To see this first notice 
I [AkH(x) + (1 - A) kG(x)] - [AH(x) + (1 - A) G(x)] I -- I ( k -  1 ) [AH(x)  + (1 - A) G(x)] I 
< (1 -k )  M, fo rxEUandAE[0 ,1 ] .  
Thus, for x 6 0 and A E [0, 1] we have since HIov = FLOG, 
I I  -- [A k g(x) + (1 - A)k G(x)] I > I I -  [A H(x) + (1 - A)G(x)][ 
- [ [A  k H(x) + (1 - A)k G(x)] - [A H(x) + (1 - A)G(x)]  I 
5 
_>5- (1 -k )M_> ~, 
since k E (1 - 5/2M,  1). Thus B N OU = 0 so there exists a continuous # : 0 -~ [0, 1] with 
#(OU) = 0 and #(B)  = 1. Define a map R~ : 0 ~ C by 
R~(x) = It(x) k H(x) + (1 - It(x)) k G(x). 
Now R~ is continuous and k-set contractive (so one-set contractive and demicompact  [8]). Also 
R~Iou = k GIou and since k G is essential in ADou(U, E) there exists xk E U with Xk = R~(xk). 
Thus Xk E B and so It(Xk) = 1. Consequently Xk = k H(xk). We can do this argument for each 
k E (1 -6 /2M,  1). Choose no E {2, 3 , . . .  } with l - l /n0  > 1-5 /2M and let N + -- {no, no+l , . . .  }. 
There exists xn E U with x~ = (1 - 1/n) H(xn) for n E N + and so 
z~ - H(xn) = 1 H(xn), for n E N +. (3.4) 
n 
Note {xn - H(x~)}  is a convergent sequence in E.  Since H is demicompact  here exists a 
subsequence So fN  + and ax  E Cr with xn --* x as n -~ c~ in S. Let n -~ oo in S in  (3.4) 
(note H is continuous) to deduce that  x - H(x) = O. In fact x E U from (3.3), and we are 
finished. I 
An important  special case of Theorem 3.1 is the following result. 
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THEOREM 3.2. Let E be a Banach space, U an open subset of E and 0 E U. Suppose F E 
AD(C/, E) with 
x # A F(x),  for x E aU and A E (0, 1]. (3.5) 
Then F is essential in ADou(~], E). 
PROOF. The result follows immediately from Theorem 3.1 (with G - 0) if we show 
the zero map is essential in ADau(C], E) (3.6) 
and 
there exists ~ > 0 with II - AF(x)[  _> ~ for x E OU and A E [0, 1]. (3.7) 
Now (3.6) is immediate from [2, Theorem 3.3]. If (3.7) is not true then there exists a sequence 
{Xn} C OU and a sequence {An} C [0, 1] with x~ - An F(xn) -~ 0 as n --* oo. Without  loss of 
generality assume An ~ A. Then 
x n - -  A F (zn)  = Ix  n - A n F(xn)] + (An - A) F(Xn) --* 0, as n --~ oe. 
If A = 0 then xn --~ 0 so 0 E OU, a contradiction. If A E (0, 1] then A F is demicompact (if A = 1 
then A F =/~'  whereas if A E (0, 1) then A F is a A-set contraction so in particular demicompact) 
so there exists a subsequence S of N = {1, 2 , . . .  } and a x E OU with x~ --~ x as n -* oo in S. 
Also since F is continuous we have x - A F(x) = 0, and this contradicts (3.5). As a result, 
(3.7) holds. I 
4. PERTURBATIONS OF FREDHOLM MAPS OF INDEX ZERO 
Let X and E be Fr6chet spaces and L : dora L c_ X ~ E (dom L is a vector subspace of X) 
a linear Fredholm map of index zero, i.e., L is a linear (not necessarily continuous) single valued 
map with Im L closed and dim(ker L) = codim (Im L) < c~. Let X = X1 (~ X2 and E = E1 • E2 
(topological direct sums) where X1 = kerL and E2 = ImL.  Finally (I~ : X --~ E1 will be a 
linear, continuous, single valued map with L + • : domL ~ E an isomorphism (i.e., a linear 
homeomorphism); for convenience we say • E HL(X,  El).  
Throughout  his section X and E are Fr6chet spaces, U an open subset of X,  L : dom L C_ 
X -~ E a linear Fredholm map of index zero, and • E HL(X, El)  will be fixed. 
DEFINITION 4.1. MA(U,  E; L, O) denotes the set of all maps F : Cf --~ 2 E with (L + O) -~ : (7 --~ 
K(X)  a upper semicontinuous map which satisfies property (A). 
DEFINITION 4.2. We let MAou(~], E; L, O) denote the set of all maps F ~_ MA(~], E; L, ~) with 
L x q~ F(x) for x E OU N dom L. 
DEFINITION 4.3. A map F E MAou(C],E; L, O) is essential in MAou((? ,E;  L, q~) if tbr every 
map G E MAau(( / ,  E; L, ~) with Glau = FlaG we have that there exists x E U A dora L with 
L x E a(z) .  
THEOREM 4.1. Let X,  E be Frdchet spaces, U an open subset of X ,  L : domL c X ~ E a 
linear F~edholm map of index zero, and • E HL(X,  E1). Suppose F,G E MA(Cf, E; L ,~)  and 
assume the following hold: 
G is essential in MAou((] ,  E; L, ~), (4.1) 
L x q~ A F(x) + (1 - A) G(z), for z • OV N dom L and A • (0, 1] (4.2) 
and 
for any continuous # : U ~ [0, 1] with #(OU) = O, and for any 
map H E MAou (O,E ;  L ,~) ,  the map R ,  : 0 -~ 2 E, defined 
by R~(z) = ~(x)H(x)  + (1 - ~(x))a(x) ,  has the property that 
(L + 0) -1R~ : 0 --~ K(X)  satisfies property (A). 
Then F is essential in MAou(C/, E; L, ~). 
(4.3) 
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PROOF. Let H E MAau(U,  E; L, ~) with Hiou = FIou. Consider 
B = {x E 0NdomL:  Lx  E tH(x )  + (1 - t) G(x) for some t E [0,1]}. 
It  is immediate  that  
B = {x E U :  x E (L + (I)) -1 ( tH(x)  + (1 - t )G(x))  for some t E [0, 1]}. 
Now B ~ 0 since G is essential in MAou(U,E ;  L ,~)  (i.e., there exists x E U n domL with 
L x E G(x)). Moreover the cont inuity of (I), (L+(I)) -1 and the upper semicont inuity of (L+O) - IN  
(here N : 0 x [0, 1] ~ 2 E is given by N(x,  t) = t H(x) + (1 - t) G(x)) guarantees that  B is closed. 
Also B N OU = 0 so there exists a continuous function p : 0 --* [0, 1] with #(OU) = 0 and 
#(B)  = 1. Define a map R~ : 0 --~ 2 E by 
R, (x )  = , (x )  + (1 - , (x ) )  a (x) .  
Now R~ E MA(U,  E; L, ~) (it is easy to see that  (L + (I)) - t  R~ : U -~ K(X)  is upper  semi- 
cont inuous [9]) with Rt, iov = Giog. Now since G is essential in MAou(U,  E; L, ~) there exists 
x E U A domL with Lx  E R~(x). Hence x E B and so #(x)  = 1, i.e., Lx  E H(x).  I 
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